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“Strength of Materials: Mechanics of Solids in SI Units” is an all-inclusive text for
students as it takes a detailed look at all concepts of the subject. Distributed evenly in
35 chapters, important focusses are laid on stresses, strains, inertia, force, beams,
joints and shells amongst others. Each chapter contains numerous solved examples
supported by exercises and chapter-end questions which aid to the understanding of
the concepts explained. A book which has seen, foreseen and incorporated changes in
the subject for close to 50 years, it continues to be one of the most sought after texts by
the students for all aspects of the subject.
# Extensive Table Of Properties Of Saturated Steam Both Temperature Based And
Pressure Based# Elaborate Table Of Properties Of Superheated Steam With All
Required Properties Readable At One Glance# Table Of Van Der Waalls Constants
And Critical Compressibility Factor For Gases# Table Of Enthalpy Of Formation And
Higher And Lower Heating Values Of Fuels# Table Of Thermodynamic Properties Of
Gases# Table Of Thermal Properties Of Saturated Water# Mollier Chart For Steam#
Psychrometric Chart# Generalized Compressibility Chart
Written with the first year engineering students of undergraduate level in mind, the welldesigned textbook, now in its Third Edition, explains the fundamentals of mechanical
engineering in the area of thermodynamics, mechanics, theory of machines, strength of
materials and fluid dynamics. As these subjects form a basic part of an engineer’s
education, this text is admirably suited to meet the needs of the common course in
mechanical engineering prescribed in the curricula of almost all branches of
engineering. This revised edition includes a new chapter on ‘Fluid Dynamics’ to meet
the course requirement. Key Features • Presents an introduction to basic mechanical
engineering topics required by all engineering students in their studies. • Includes a
series of objective type question (True and False, Fill in the Blanks and Multiple Choice
Questions) with explanatory answers to help students in preparing for competitive
examinations. • Provides a large number of solved problems culled from the latest
university and competitive examination papers which help in understanding theory.
While writing the book,we have continuously kept in mind the examination requirments
of the students preparing for U.P.S.C.(Engg. Services)and A.M.I.E.(I)examinations.In
order to make this volume more useful for them,complete solutions of their examination
papers up to 1975 have also been included.Every care has been taken to make this
treatise as self-explanatory as possible.The subject matter has been amply illustrated
by incorporating a good number of solved,unsolved and well graded examples of
almost every variety.
The Favourable and warm reception,which the previous editions and reprints of this
booklet have enjoyed at home and abroad,has been a matter of great satisfaction to
me.
Intended as a textbook for “applied” or engineering thermodynamics, or as a reference
for practicing engineers, the book uses extensive in-text, solved examples and
computer simulations to cover the basic properties of thermodynamics. Pure
substances, the first and second laws, gases, psychrometrics, the vapor, gas and
refrigeration cycles, heat transfer, compressible flow, chemical reactions, fuels, and
more are presented in detail and enhanced with practical applications. This version
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presents the material using SI Units and has ample material on SI conversion, steam
tables, and a Mollier diagram. A CD-ROM, included with the print version of the text,
includes a fully functional version of QuickField (widely used in industry), as well as
numerous demonstrations and simulations with MATLAB, and other third party
software.
Revised extensively ad updated with several new topics, this book discusses the
principles and applications of "Heat and Mass Tansfer". It is written with extensive
pedagogy, clear explanations adn examples throughout to elucidate the concepts and
facilitate problem solving.
Engineering Thermodynamics has been designed for students of all branches of
engineering specially undergraduate students of Mechanical Engineering. The book will
also serve as reference manual for practising engineers. The book has been written in
simple language and systematically develops the concepts and principles essential for
understanding the subject. The text has been supplemented with solved numerical
problems, illustrations and question banks.The present book has been divided in five
parts:" Thermodynamic Laws and Relations" Properties of Gases and Vapours"
Thermodynamics Cycles" Heat Transfer and Heat Exchangers" Annexures
Foundation of Mechanical Engineering is solely written with the view to help B.E. I year
students tomaster the difficult concepts. Needless to emphasise, this new book has
been designed a self learning capsule. With this aim in view, the material has been
organised in a logical order and lots of solved problems and line diagrams have been
incorporated to enable students to thoroughly master of the subject. It is believed that
this book, solely for B.E. I year students of all branches of Engineering, will captivate
the attention of senior students as well as teachers.
This Text-Cum-Reference Book Has Been Written To Meet The Manifold Requirement
And Achievement Of The Students And Researchers. The Objective Of This Book Is To
Discuss, Analyses And Design The Various Power Plant Systems Serving The Society
At Present And Will Serve In Coming Decades India In Particular And The World In
General. The Issues Related To Energy With Stress And Environment Up To Some
Extent And Finally Find Ways To Implement The Outcome.Salient Features# Utilization
Of Non-Conventional Energy Resources# Includes Green House Effect# Gives Latest
Information S In Power Plant Engineering# Include Large Number Of Problems Of Both
Indian And Foreign Universities# Rich Contents, Lucid Manner
The Multicolr Edition Has Been thoroughly revised and brought up-to-date.Multicolor pictures
have been added to enhance the content value and to give the students and idea of what he
will be dealing in relity,and to bridge the gap between theory and Practice.
The favourable and warm reception,which the previous editions and reprints of this popular
book has enjoyed all over India and abroad has been a matter of great satisfaction for me.
The book systematically develops the concepts and principles essential for understanding the
subject. The difficulties usually faced by new engineering students have been taken care of
while preparing the book. A large number of numerical problems have been selected from
university and competitive examination papers and question banks, properly graded, solved
and arranged in various chapters. The present book has been divided in five parts: * TwoDimensional Force System * Beams and Trusses * Moment of Inertia * Dynamics of Rigid
Body * Stress and Strain Analysis The highlights of the book are. * Comparison tables and
illustrative drawings * Exhaustive question bank on theory problems at the end of every
chapter * A large number of solved numerical examples * SI units used throughout
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This book has been developed to enable engineering students understand basic concepts of
Thermal Engineering in a simple and easy to understand manner.
Starting with the basic concepts, the book gradually discusses important topics such as
entropy, thermodynamic availability, properties of steam, real and ideal gas, power cycles and
chemical equilibrium in increasing order of complexity. A lucid exposition of the fundamental
concepts of thermodynamics in the book along with numerous worked-out examples and welllabelled detailed illustrations are sure to instil in the beginners a holistic understanding of the
subject.

Continuing the tradition of the best selling textbooks, this first edition “Engineering
Thermodynamics” is a comprehensive reference to the broad spectrum of
thermodynamics, encapsulating the theoretical and practical aspects of the field. The
author addresses a myriad of topics, covering both traditional and innovative
approaches. Additionally, the book includes numerous tables
The importance of practical training in engineering education, as emphasized by the
AICTE, has motivated the authors to compile the work of various engineering
laboratories into a systematic Practical laboratory book. The manual is written in a
simple language and lucid style. It is hoped that students will understand the manual
without any difficulty and perform the experiments.
Includes 1 chart in front pocket : 65 x 50 cm. (folded to 17 x 13 cm.), and 6 charts glued
in back : approx. 42 x 29 cm. (folded to 19 x 16 cm.).
A Text Book of Engineering ThermodynamicsA Textbook of Thermal EngineeringS.
Chand Publishing
I feel elevated in presenting the New edition of this standard treatise.The favourable
reception,which the previous edition and reprints of this book have enjoyed,is a matter
of great satisfaction for me.I wish to express my sincere thanks to numerous professors
and students for their valuable suggestions and recommending the patronise this
standard treatise in the future also.
Thermodynamics And Thermal Engineering, A Core Text In Si Units, Meets The Complete
Requirements Of The Students Of Mechanical Engineering In All Universities. Ultimately, It
Aims At Aiding The Students Genuinely Understand The Basic Principles Of Thermodynamics
And Apply Those Concepts To Practical Problems Confidently. It Provides A Clear And
Detailed Exposition Of Basic Principles Of Thermodynamics. Concepts Like Enthalpy, Entropy,
Reversibility, Availability Are Presented In Depth And In A Simple Manner. Important
Applications Of Thermodynamics Like Various Engineering Cycles And Processes Are
Explained In Detail. Introduction To Latest Topics Are Enclosed At The End.Each Topic Is
Further Supplemented With Solved Problems Including Problems From Gate, Ies Exams,
Objective Questions Along With Answers, Review Questions And Exercise Problems
Alongwith Answers For An Indepth Understanding Of The Subject.
Two new chapters on eneral Themodynamic Relations and Variable Specific Heat have been
Added.The mistake which had crept in have been elinimated.we wish to express our sincere
thanks to numerous professors and students,both at home and abroad,for sending their
valuable suggestions and also for recommending the book to their students and friends.
Engineering Metrology and Measurements is a textbook designed for students of mechanical,
production and allied disciplines to facilitate learning of various shop-floor measurement
techniques and also understand the basics of mechanical measurements.
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